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Abstract
Synchronous languages have been designed to ease the development of reactive systems, by providing a
methodological framework for assisting system designers from the early stages of requirement speciﬁcations
to the ﬁnal stages of code generation or circuit production. Synchronous languages enable a very high-level
speciﬁcation and an extremely modular design of complex reactive systems by structural decomposition of
them into elementary processes. We deﬁne an order-theoretical model that gives a uniﬁed mathematical for-
malisation of all the above aspects of the synchronous methodology and characterises the essentials of the
synchronous paradigm.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The synchronous paradigm
Synchronous languages, such as Esterel [5], Lustre [10], and Signal [4] have been designed
to ease the development of reactive systems. The synchronous hypothesis provides a deterministic
notion of concurrency where operations and communications are instantaneous. In a synchronous
language, concurrency ismeant as a logicalway todecompose the descriptionof a system into a set of
elementary communicating processes. Interaction between concurrent components is conceptually
performed by broadcasting events. Synchronous languages enable a very high-level speciﬁcation
and an extremely modular design of complex reactive systems by structurally decomposing them
into elementary processes. The use of synchronous languages provides a methodological frame-
work for assisting the users from the early stages of requirement speciﬁcations to the ﬁnal stages
of code generation or circuit production while obeying compliance to expressed and implied safety
requirements. In that context, the synchronous language Signal is particularly interesting, in that
it allows the speciﬁcation of (early) relational properties of systems which can then be progressively
reﬁned to obtain an executable speciﬁcation. All the stages of this design process can easily be mod-
elled and understood in isolation. The purpose of this article is to deﬁne the mathematical model
of synchronous structures which gives a uniﬁed formalisation of all the aspects of a synchronous
methodology and which contains each of them in isolation.
1.2. Related work
There are several ways to characterise the essentials of the synchronous paradigm. In [13], we
introduce a co-inductive semantics of Signal, and a library of theorems is developed in the proof
assistant Coq [18]. But it is not expressive enough to deal with dependencies. The semantics of a
synchronous language can be described in a better way with Symbolic Transition Systems (STSs)
[15]. This is a formalism on which fundamental questions can be investigated. But it treats the ab-
sence of a signal as a special value. This is not consistent with reality: The presence or the absence
of a signal, relatively to another signal, has to be inferred by the program (endochrony [3]). In [3],
STSs are extended with preorders and partial orders to model causality relations, schedulings and
communications. This preorder-theoretic model is put into practice in the design of BDL [17], a
synchronous speciﬁcation language that uses families of preorders to specify systems. In [7], the
problem of characterising synchrony without using a special symbol for absence is addressed in
terms of multiple input–output sequential machines. In [8], the language Signal is modelled in
interaction categories [1] where morphisms are processes and objects are types of processes.
1.3. Motivations
In 1545, the great Italian mathematician Gerolamo Cardano wrote “Ars Magna” [6], an impor-
tant and inﬂuential treatise on Algebra in which the ﬁrst complete expression for the solution of a
general cubic equation was put forward. Cardano noticed that, in the case of some equation with
three real solutions, he was forced to take at a certain stage the square root of a negative num-
ber. The imaginary numbers were born. Analogically, we generalise the classical notion of signal
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[4,3,9] with imaginary signals. Indeed, imaginary signals are obtained by closure under deterministic
merge. This extension has no material counterpart. It is used to compute intermediate results. For
instance, in the original trace semantics [16,12], the temporal abstractions of signals (called clocks)
have necessary a greatest lower bound but do not always have a (real) least upper bound. In that
case, we need to deﬁne an imaginary least upper bound. Our model allows to extend the notion of
classical clocks with imaginary clocks and to deﬁne a boolean lattice of clocks. Indeed, the closure
of signals under deterministic merge induces the closure of clocks under least upper bound. In this
lattice-theoretical model, temporal relations between signals always have a solution. If the solution
contains imaginary signals, it means that the system has no real solution in the classical model and
that it does not thus form an executable speciﬁcation. Imaginary signals and clocks are in fact well
suited to model the non-determinism that can be present in a Signal speciﬁcation. Our model does
not treat the absence of a signal as a special value. It is consistent with reality where the presence or
the absence of a signal, relatively to another signal, has to be inferred by the program (endochrony
[3]). Indeed, it is impossible to check the absence of a signal: Suppose that an input signal is absent.
If it comes from a register, then this one will provide its previous value. If it comes from a sensor,
then this one will provide a random value. Moreover, synchronous structures can deal elegantly
with data dependence and reﬁnement of synchronous speciﬁcations.
1.4. Outline
First, in Section 2, we abstract the notion of control dependence in a mathematical structure that
we call a synchronous structure in which we deﬁne the notions of imaginary signal and clock. Then,
in Section 3, we prove that signals and their morphisms deﬁne a Cartesian closed category that
we can relate with the category of event structures. In Section 4, we extend synchronous structures
to deal elegantly with data dependence, with temporal reﬁnement, and with the delay operator of
synchronous languages. Finally, in Section 5, we give the semantics of Signal in our model.
2. Synchronous structure
In this section, we focus on a characterisation of control dependencies, i.e., the temporal relations
between events or the dates of events relative to some reference of time, not the value of events. Let
us informally depict a synchronisation scenario between two sequences of events (i.e., sets of totally
ordered events):
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They exchange (dotted) synchronisationmessages using an asynchronousmedium for their com-
munications. This involves a synchronisation relation between events. The natural structure of
time of the whole system is that of a preorder. This preorder can be understood as the transitive
closure of the union of the temporal relation (an order relation) and the synchronisation relation
(an equivalence relation). Then, the example becomes:
In this section, we will formalise the notions involved in this example.
2.1. Synchronous structure
We deﬁne a synchronous structure as a set of events plus a single preorder relation which sum-
marises both the notion of synchrony (induced equivalence) and temporal causality (underlying
partial order).
Deﬁnition 1. (E ,) is a synchronous structure if and only if E is a non-empty set (of events) and
 is a preorder on E such that:
∀x ∈ E · {y ∈ E | y ≤ x} is ﬁnite, where x ∼ y ⇔def x  y ∧ y  x
x < y ⇔def x  y ∧ x ∼ y
x ≤ y ⇔def x < y ∨ x = y
Intuitively, x ∼ y means that x and y are synchronous, that is to say the events x and y must occur
simultaneously. The partial order ≤ is the temporal causality between events: x ≤ y states that x
must occur before y . For instance, Fig. 1 depicts 8 events which deﬁne a synchronous structure. To
give easier explanations, the events are numbered from 1 to 8. Dotted lines represent the equivalence
relation ∼ and bold lines represent the strict order relation< as a Hasse diagram: x < y if and only
if there is a sequence of connected bold line segments moving downwards from x to y .
The preorder  combines the synchronicity relation and the temporal causality relation. It
deﬁnes a notion of time for the whole system. The use of a preorder eliminates bad cases.
First, two synchronisations cannot cross each other:
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Fig. 1. An example of synchronous structure.
Indeed, by transitivity of the preorder, events are all synchronous in this case:
Second, the necessary temporal relation are induced. Suppose that we have the following set of
events:
By transitivity of the preorder, we deduce a missing temporal relation:
More generally, the following property (1) comes directly from the deﬁnition of a synchronous
structure:
∀x, y1, y2, z ∈ E · x  y1 ∧ y1 < y2 ∧ y2  z ⇒ ¬x ∼ z (1)
In Fig. 1, it is thus guaranteed, for example, that the events numbered 1 and 8 cannot be synchronous.
We say that an event x is covered by an event y , and write x−<y , if and only if x < y and there is
no event z satisfying x < z < y . From the fact that ≤ is well founded, we can deduce the following
property:
∀x, y ∈ E · x < y ⇒ ∃z ∈ E , z−<y (2)
Indeed, (E ,≤) is not dense because ≤ is well founded. This property is important to guarantee a
discrete model of synchronous programming.
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2.2. Signal
Usually, a (real) signal is a totally ordered set of events. This total order implies that two differ-
ent events cannot be synchronous. We generalise this deﬁnition to enable partially ordered sets of
events to be (imaginary) signals. A signal just have to satisfy the property that two different events
cannot be synchronous. We use this relaxed condition to deﬁne internal operations.
Deﬁnition 2. Let X be a subset of E . X is a signal if and only if it satisﬁes the following axiom:
∀x, y ∈ X · x ∼ y ⇒ x = y (3)
Let X be a signal. From (3) we deduce that  is antisymmetric on X and then is a partial order
on X .
Let SE be the set of signals. For instance, in Fig. 1, {1, 3, 5, 8} and {2, 6, 8} are in SE . A real signal
is then a particular case of signal which is totally ordered by . For instance, in Fig. 1, {1, 3, 5},
{2, 6, 8}, and ∅ are real signals but not {1, 3, 5, 8}. An imaginary signal is a signal that is not a real
signal. With internal operations on signals, we will see that an imaginary signal enables to represent
the lack of synchronisation constraints in an underspeciﬁed reactive system. A subspeciﬁcation is
a correct speciﬁcation with interleaved events, and therefore cannot be executed because its sched-
uling is not fully determined. It needs to be composed with another speciﬁcation to remove the
non-determinism.
The property (2) is also true in a signal. It means that between two events of a signal there is only
a ﬁnite numbers of events.
We deﬁne a preorder  on SE . A signal X precedes a signal Y if and only if for any event of X
there exists a synchronous event of Y (see, for instance, Fig. 2).
For all signals X and Y ,
X  Y ⇔def ∀x ∈ X · ∃y ∈ Y · x ∼ y
This preorder gives rise to an equivalence relation =̂. For all signals X and Y ,
X =̂Y ⇔def X  Y ∧ Y  X
Fig. 2. Preordered signals (X  Y ).
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Fig. 3. Example of down-sampling (X ⊗ Y ).
X =̂Y states that X and Y are synchronous, i.e., they are present at the same instants. We shall deﬁne
precisely this notion of instant in Subsection 2.3.
Internal operations on signals. We deﬁne two operations on signals: The down-sampling ⊗ and the
deterministic merge ⊕.
X ⊗ Y selects the events of X which are synchronous with an event of Y (see, for instance, Fig. 3).
For all signals X and Y ,
X ⊗ Y =def {x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y · x ∼ y}
⊗ is an internal operation on SE , i.e., for all signals X and Y , X ⊗ Y is a signal. Indeed, X ⊗ Y is a
subset of X , therefore (3) holds. Note that, in Fig. 3, although X and Y are imaginary signals, the
result X ⊗ Y is a real signal in this example.
X ⊕ Y is the union of the sets X and Y minus the events of Y that are synchronous with an event
of X . In other words, if X are Y are present at a same instant then the priority is given to the left
signal X (see, for instance, Fig. 4). For all signals X and Y ,
X ⊕ Y =def X ∪ {y ∈ Y | ∀x ∈ X · ¬x ∼ y}
Fig. 4. Example of deterministic merge (X ⊕ Y ).
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By construction, ⊕ is an internal operation on SE , i.e., for all signals X and Y , X ⊕ Y is a signal.
Note that, in Fig. 4, although X and Y are real signals, their deterministic merge X ⊕ Y is an imag-
inary signal because its events are not totally ordered by . This imaginary signal comes from the
lack of synchronisation constraints betweenX and Y .More generally, it is easy to see that imaginary
signals are obtained by closure under deterministic merge.
Algebraic properties. First, the following properties are clear from the deﬁnitions of ⊗ and ⊕:
(X ⊗ Y)  X
(X ⊗ Y)  Y
X  (X ⊕ Y)
Y  (X ⊕ Y)
It is also clear that ⊗ and ⊕ are not commutative but they satisfy Proposition 1 stated below. In
order to prove this proposition, we ﬁrst prove the two following lemmas.
Lemma 1. For all signals X , Y , and Z , Z  X ∧ Z  Y ⇒ Z  X ⊗ Y.
Proof. Let X , Y , and Z be three signals such that Z  X and Z  Y . Let z ∈ Z . There exists an x ∈ X
such that x ∼ z and a y ∈ Y such that y ∼ z. Thus, by transitivity of∼, x ∼ y . Thus x ∈ X ⊗ Y . Thus
Z  X ⊗ Y . 
Lemma 2. For all signals X , Y , and Z , X  Z ∧ Y  Z ⇒ X ⊕ Y  Z .
Proof. Let X , Y , and Z be three signals such that X  Z and Y  Z . Let x ∈ X ⊕ Y . Two cases are
possible:
1. If x ∈ X , then, from X  Z , we deduce there exists a z ∈ Z such that x ∼ z.
2. If x ∈ Y , then, from Y  Z , we deduce there exists a z ∈ Z such that x ∼ z.
Thus X ⊕ Y  Z . 
Proposition 1. For all signals X and Y ,X ⊗ Y =̂ Y ⊗ X and X ⊕ Y =̂ Y ⊕ X.
Proof. We know that X ⊗ Y  Y and X ⊗ Y  X . From Lemma 1, we thus deduce that X ⊗ Y 
Y ⊗ X . And similarly, we can prove Y ⊗ X  X ⊗ Y . Thus X ⊗ Y =̂Y ⊗ X .
We know that Y  X ⊕ Y and X  X ⊕ Y . FromLemma 2, we thus deduce that Y ⊕ X  X ⊕ Y .
And similarly, we can prove X ⊕ Y  Y ⊕ X . Thus X ⊕ Y =̂Y ⊕ X . 
2.3. Instant and trace
In this subsection, we deﬁne the notions of instant and trace and we prove other algebraic prop-
erties of ⊗ and ⊕ through their translation into the trace semantics.
Instant. Logical instants are modelled by equivalence classes of synchronous events. The set of
instants is the quotient of E by ∼:
IE =def E/∼
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For any event x, we write x˜ its equivalence class that we call its instant. The preorder  on E
gives rise to a partial order on IE . For all events x and y ,
x˜  y˜ ⇔def x  y
Trace. To deﬁne traces, we need to prove Lemma 3 relating signals and instants.
Lemma 3. For any signal X ∈ SE , for any instant i ∈ IE ,
X ∩ i = ∅ ∨ ∃x ∈ X · X ∩ i = {x}
Proof. Let X ∈ SE and i ∈ IE . Suppose that X ∩ i = {x, x′}. x ∈ i and x′ ∈ i, thus x ∼ x′. From (3),
we thus know that x = x′. 
A signal X is said absent at the instant i if and only if X ∩ i = ∅. Otherwise it is said present at
the instant i.
We deﬁne tX (i) to be the unique event at the intersection of X and i if X is present at the instant
i. Or else it is the special value ⊥ ∈ E if the signal is absent at the instant i. This function tX is well
deﬁned thanks to Lemma 3.
tX : IE −→ E⊥
i −→
{
x if X ∩ i = {x}
⊥ otherwise
where E⊥ =def E ∪ {⊥}.
tX is called the trace of X . Now we relate trace properties with signal properties. We ﬁrst prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 4. For any signal X ∈ SE , for any event x ∈ X , X ∩ x˜ = {x}.
Proof. Let X ∈ SE and x ∈ X . x ∈ x˜ thus x ∈ X ∩ x˜. But X ∩ x˜ is a singleton, thus X ∩ x˜ = {x}. 
We can then prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2. For all signals X and Y , X = Y ⇔ tX = tY .
Proof. Let (X , Y) ∈ S2E .
1. If X = Y , then tX (i) = tY (i) for any i by reﬂexivity of the equality.
2. Suppose that tX = tY . Let x ∈ X . tX (˜x) = tY (˜x), i.e., X ∩ x˜ = Y ∩ x˜. But X ∩ x˜ = {x} from Lemma
4. Thus Y ∩ x˜ = {x}. Thus x ∈ Y . And similarly for y ∈ Y , we prove that y ∈ X . 
To ease proof of properties of operators ⊗ and ⊕, we translate them into the trace model.
Let · be the operator on traces deﬁned by:
tX · tY : IE −→ E⊥
i −→
{
tX (i) if tX (i) = ⊥ and tY (i) = ⊥
⊥ otherwise
The following proposition relates the operators · and ⊗.
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Proposition 3. For all signals X and Y , tX⊗Y = tX · tY .
Proof. Let i ∈ IE . Two cases are possible:
1. If (X ⊗ Y) ∩ i = {x0}, then tX⊗Y (i) = x0. And {x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y , x ∼ y} = {x0}. Thus X ∩ i = {x0}
and there exists y0 ∈ Y such that x0 ∼ y0. Thus Y ∩ i = {y0}. Thus tX (i) = x0 = ⊥ and tY (i) = ⊥.
Finally, tX ·tY (i) = x0 = tX⊗Y (i).
2. If (X ⊗ Y) ∩ i = ∅, then tX⊗Y (i) = ⊥. And X ∩ i = ∅, thus tX (i) = ⊥ = tX⊗Y (i). 
Let + be the operator on traces deﬁned by:
tX + tY : IE −→ E⊥
i −→
{
tX (i) if tX (i) = ⊥
tY (i) otherwise
The following proposition relates the operators + and ⊕.
Proposition 4. For all signals X and Y , tX⊕Y = tX + tY .
Proof. Let i ∈ IE . Two cases are possible:
1. If X ∩ i = {x0}, then tX (i) = x0 = ⊥, and thus tX + tY (i) = tX (i) = x0. From X ⊆ X ⊕ Y and X ∩
i = {x0}, we deduce that tX⊕Y (i) = (X ⊕ Y) ∩ i = {x0} = tX + tY (i).
2. If X ∩ i = ∅, then tX (i) = ⊥. And thus tX + tY (i) = tY (i).
(a) IfY ∩ i = {y0}, then tY (i) = y0 and (X ⊕ Y) ∩ i = {y0}. Thus tX⊕Y (i) = y0 = tY (i) = tX + tY (i).
(b) If Y ∩ i = ∅, then tY (i) = ⊥ and (X ⊕ Y) ∩ i = ∅. Thus tX⊕Y (i) = ⊥ = tY (i) = tX + tY (i). 
We can now easily prove some algebraic laws of ⊗ and ⊕.
Proposition 5. For all signals X , Y , and Z ,
tX · (tY · tZ ) = (tX · tY ) · tZ
tX + (tY + tZ ) = (tX + tY )+ tZ
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove these equalities for any instant. Let X , Y ,Z ∈ SE . Let i ∈ IE . tX (i)
= ⊥ ∨ ∃x ∈ X , tX (i) = x, tY (i) = ⊥ ∨ ∃y ∈ Y , tY (i) = y and tX (i) = ⊥ ∨ ∃z ∈ Z , tZ (i) = z. We thus
only need to enumerate the 8 possible cases to establish the associativity relations. It is done in
Figs. 5 and 6. 
Corollary 1. For all signals X , Y , and Z ,
X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) = (X ⊗ Y)⊗ Z
X ⊕ (Y ⊕ Z) = (X ⊕ Y)⊕ Z
Proof. It follows from Propositions 2 and 5. 
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Fig. 5. Associativity of ·.
Fig. 6. Associativity of +.
Proposition 6. For all signals X , Y , and Z ,
tX · (tY + tZ ) = (tX · tY )+ (tX · tZ )
tX + (tY · tZ ) = (tX + tY ) · (tX + tZ )
(tX + tY ) · tZ = (tX · tZ )+ (tY · tZ )
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove these equalities for any instant. Let X , Y ,Z ∈ SE . Let i ∈ IE . tX (i) =
⊥ ∨ ∃x ∈ X , tX (i) = x, tY (i) = ⊥ ∨ ∃y ∈ Y , tY (i) = y and tX (i) = ⊥ ∨ ∃z ∈ Z , tZ (i) = z. We thus on-
ly need to enumerate the 8 possible cases to establish the distributivity relations. It can be done
using tables as in the previous proposition. 
Remark 1. + is not distributive to the right. Indeed, if tX (i) = x, tY (i) = ⊥, and tZ (i) = z, then
((tX · tY )+ tZ )(i) = z and ((tX + tZ ) · (tY + tZ ))(i) = x.
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Corollary 2. For all signals X , Y , and Z ,
X ⊗ (Y ⊕ Z) = (X ⊗ Y)⊕ (X ⊗ Z)
X ⊕ (Y ⊗ Z) = (X ⊕ Y)⊗ (X ⊕ Z)
(X ⊕ Y)⊗ Z = (X ⊗ Z)⊕ (Y ⊗ Z)
Proof. It follows from Propositions 2 and 6. 
Traces can be used to relate the semantics of the synchronous language Signal given in Section
5 with the original trace semantics of Signal [16,12].
2.4. Clock
To study the temporal relations between signals, we deﬁne the equivalence classes of signals
by =̂. The set of clocks CE is the quotient of SE by =̂:
CE =def SE/=̂
For any signal X , we write X̂ its equivalence class that we call its clock. ∅̂ is called the null clock.
The clock of a real (resp. imaginary) signal is a real (resp. imaginary) clock.
The preorder  on SE gives rise to an order  on CE . For all signals X and Y ,
X̂  Ŷ ⇔def X  Y
The Boolean lattice of clocks. Intuitively, it is clear that a clock should be related to a set of instants
and conversely. We show that the set of clocks CE and the powersetP(IE) of IE are isomorphic. To
prove this isomorphism, we need the Axiom of Choice.
Axiom 1 (Axiom of choice).For any setE and any equivalence relationR onE, there exists a function
cR : E −→ E such that
• ∀x ∈ E · x R cR(x), and
• ∀x, y ∈ E · x R y ⇒ cR(x) = cR(y).
From this axiom we extract the two useful choice functions c∼ : E −→ E and c=̂ : SE −→ SE .
Theorem 1. (CE ,) and (P(IE),⊆) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let f : P(IE) −→ CE be a function which associates a clock to any set of instants:
f : P(IE) −→ CE
I −→ X̂ with X = c∼〈{x ∈ i | i ∈ I}〉
Weﬁrst prove that this deﬁnition is legal. X is a set of events (It is the image set of {x ∈ i | i ∈ I} by
c∼). From the Axiom of Choice, (3) is established, i.e., two synchronous events of X are necessarily
equal. X is thus a signal and we can take its clock X̂ .
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Let us prove that f is monotonic. Let I and J be two sets of instants such that I ⊆ J . Thus
{x ∈ i | i ∈ I} ⊆ {x ∈ i | i ∈ J }. Let X = c∼〈{x ∈ i | i ∈ I}〉 and Y = c∼〈{x ∈ i | i ∈ J }〉. X ⊆ Y , thus
X  Y , thus X̂  Ŷ , i.e., f(I)  f(J).
Let g : CE −→ P(IE) be a function which associates a set of instants to any clock:
g : CE −→ P(IE)
C −→ {˜x ∈ IE | x ∈ X } with {X } = c=̂〈C〉
We ﬁrst prove that this deﬁnition is legal. C is an equivalence class of synchronous signals. From
the Axiom of Choice, the image of C by c=̂ is a singleton, and thus its unique element is called X .
Let us prove that g is monotonic. Let C and D be two clocks such that C  D. Let X and Y be
the respective representatives of C and D chosen by the choice function c=̂, i.e., {X } = c=̂(C) and
{Y } = c=̂(D). From the deﬁnition of , we deduce X  Y . Let i ∈ g(C) and x ∈ X be the represen-
tative of i in X . From X  Y we deduce that there exists y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y . Thus y ∈ i. Thus
i ∈ g(D) (from the deﬁnition of g). Finally g(C) ⊆ g(D).
Let us prove that g ◦ f = IdP(IE ). Let I ⊆ IE be a set of instants. Let X = c∼〈{x ∈ i | i ∈ I}〉. We
have f(I) = X̂ . Let {Y } = c=̂〈X̂ 〉. We have g ◦ f(I) = g(f(I)) = g(X̂ ) = {˜y ∈ IE | y ∈ Y }. Thus, we
just need to prove that {˜y ∈ IE | y ∈ Y } = I .
1. Let i ∈ {˜y ∈ IE | y ∈ Y }. There exists y ∈ i such that y ∈ Y . But X =̂Y , thus there exists x ∈ X
such that x ∼ y . Thus i = x˜ = y˜ ∈ I .
2. Let i ∈ I . By deﬁnition of X , there exists x ∈ X such that x ∈ i. But X =̂Y , thus there exists y ∈ Y
such that x ∼ y . Thus i = x˜ = y˜ ∈ {˜y ∈ IE | y ∈ Y }.
Let us prove that f ◦ g = IdCE . Let C be a clock. Let X be a representative of C chosen by
the choice function c=̂, i.e., {X } = c=̂(C). We have g(C) = {˜x ∈ IE | x ∈ X }. Let Y = c∼〈{y ∈ i | i ∈
g(C)}〉.Wehavef ◦ g(C) = Ŷ .We thus just need toprove that Ŷ = C , which is equivalent toX =̂Y . By
substitution, we obtain Y = c∼〈{y ∈ i | i ∈ {˜x ∈ IE | x ∈ X }}〉. Thus Y = c∼〈{y ∈ x˜ | x ∈ X }〉. Thus
X =̂Y . 
Using this isomorphism, we deﬁne the operator \ on clocks which is the counterpart of the oper-
ator \ on sets of instants which subtracts a set from another. We can also deﬁne the complementary
of a clock. Let f be the isomorphism from CE to P(IE). For all clocks C and D,
C\D =def f−1(f(C)\f(D))
C =def f−1(IE\f(C))
The complementary of a signal X is a “chosen” signal X (using the Axiom of Choice) of clock X̂ .
{X } = c=̂〈X̂ 〉
(P(IE),⊆) is a boolean lattice. From the isomorphism, we deduce that (CE ,) is also a boolean
lattice, i.e., it is complete, distributive, and there exists a null element ∅̂ and a universal element 1 E
equal to f−1(IE).
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The operator ⊗ on SE gives rise to the greatest lower bound operator  on CE . For all signals X
and Y ,
X̂  Ŷ =def ̂X ⊗ Y
Proposition 7. C  D is the greatest lower bound of clocks C and D.
Proof. Let C and D be two clocks. Let X ∈ C and Y ∈ D be the respective representative signals.
We have X ⊗ Y  X and X ⊗ Y  Y , thus, by deﬁnition of , ̂X ⊗ Y  X̂ , and ̂X ⊗ Y  Ŷ . ̂X ⊗ Y
is thus a lower bound of {X̂ , Ŷ }.
Let us prove that it is the greatest lower bound. Let Ẑ be a lower bound of {X̂ , Ŷ } such that
̂X ⊗ Y  Ẑ . Let z ∈ Z . From Z  X and X  Y , we deduce that there exists a pair of events (x, y) ∈
X × Y such that x ∼ z and y ∼ z. By transitivity of ∼, we have x ∼ y , and thus x ∈ X ⊗ Y . Thus
Z  X ⊗ Y , i.e., Z  X ⊗ Y . Thus Z = X ⊗ Y . 
The operator ⊕ on SE gives rise to the least upper bound operator unionsq on CE . For all signals
X and Y ,
X̂ unionsq Ŷ =def ̂X ⊕ Y
Proposition 8. C unionsq D is the least upper bound of clocks C and D.
Proof. Let C and D be two clocks. Let X ∈ C and Y ∈ D be the respective representative signals.
We have X  X ⊕ Y and Y  X ⊕ Y thus, by deﬁnition of , X̂  ̂X ⊕ Y and Ŷ  ̂X ⊕ Y . ̂X ⊕ Y
is thus an upper bound of {X̂ , Ŷ }.
Let us show that it is the least upper bound. Let Ẑ be an upper bound of {X̂ , Ŷ } such that
Ẑ  ̂X ⊕ Y . Let x ∈ X ⊕ Y . If x ∈ X , then, from X  Z , we deduce that there exists an event z ∈ Z
such that x ∼ z. Otherwise x ∈ Y , and thus, from Y  Z , we deduce that there exists an event z ∈ Z
such that x ∼ z. Thus X ⊕ Y  Z , i.e., ̂X ⊕ Y  Ẑ . 
We can see that the closure of the set of signals under deterministic merge induces the closure of
the set of clocks under least upper bound.
Fig. 7 summarises the relations between the different involved sets.
2.5. Conﬁguration
Synchronous structures do not allow explicit representation of the states of a system. However,
we can deﬁne a notion of computation state. A conﬁguration is a computation state of the system
described by the synchronous structure, i.e., the set of events which have occurred in the computa-
tion. Formally, a conﬁguration is a downward closed subset of a synchronous structure. Let (E ,)
be a synchronous structure. A subset c of E is a conﬁguration of E if and only if
∀x, y ∈ E · x  y ∧ y ∈ c ⇒ x ∈ c
If an event is in a conﬁguration then it is clear that all its predecessors and synchronous events
are also in this conﬁguration.
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Fig. 7. Summary.
Proposition 9. Let (E ,) be a synchronous structure. A conﬁguration of E is a subset c of E such that:
• ∀(x, y) ∈ E2, x ≤ y ∧ y ∈ c ⇒ x ∈ c, and
• ∀(x, y) ∈ E2, x ∼ y ∧ y ∈ c ⇒ x ∈ c.
LetDE be the set of conﬁgurations of E andD0E ⊆ DE be the subset of ﬁnite conﬁgurations. These
sets are partially ordered by inclusion ⊆.
We write x the set {x′ ∈ E | x′  x}. By deﬁnition, x is a conﬁguration.
Lemma 5. Let (E ,) be a synchronous structure. Let x ∈ E . x\˜x is a conﬁguration.
Proof. Let y , y ′ ∈ E be such that y ′ ∈ x\˜x and y  y ′. We have y ′ ∈ x (thus y ′  x) and y ′ ∼ x.
By transitivity, y  x and y ∼ x. Thus y ∈ x\˜x. 
Lemma 6. Let (E ,) be a synchronous structure. Let c1, c2 ∈ DE be a pair of conﬁgurations. c1 ∪ c2
is a conﬁguration.
Proof. Let x, x′ ∈ E such that x′ ∈ c1 ∪ c2 and x  x′. Two cases (non exclusive) are possible:
1. x′ ∈ c1: By deﬁnition of a conﬁguration, x ∈ c1. Thus x ∈ c1 ∪ c2.
2. x′ ∈ c2: By deﬁnition of a conﬁguration, x ∈ c2. Thus x ∈ c1 ∪ c2. 
Thepreorderassociatedwithsynchronousstructurecanberecoveredfromitsﬁniteconﬁgurations.
Proposition 10. For all events x and y ,
x  y ⇔ ∀c ∈ D0E , y ∈ c ⇒ x ∈ c
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Proof. Let x, y ∈ E .
(⇒) Suppose that x  y . Let c ∈ D0E be a ﬁnite conﬁguration such that y ∈ c. We obtain x ∈ c by
deﬁnition of a conﬁguration.
(⇐) By reducing to the absurd, suppose that ∀c ∈ D0E , y ∈ c ⇒ x ∈ c and x  y . Let us take
c = y. As x  y , x ∈ y, which is a contradiction. 
We can regard conﬁgurations and instants as respectively states and labels in a labelled transition
system. The set of states is the set of conﬁgurations DE . The initial state is the empty conﬁguration
∅ ∈ DE . The set of labels is the set of instants IE . The transition relation is a ternary relation over
DE × IE × DE such that for any i ∈ IE and for any (c, c′) ∈ DE2,
c i−→ c′ ⇔def i ⊆ c ∧ c′ = c ∪ i
Theorem 2. Let i1 and i2 be two instants. The following propositions are equivalent.
(i) There exists conﬁgurations c0, c1, c2 et c3 such that:
c3
c1
i2

c2
i1
 
c0
i1
  i2

(ii) i1 et i2 are not comparable.
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii) Suppose that Proposition (i) holds. Let us prove by reducing to the absurd that
i1 and i2 are comparable. Suppose that i1  i2. We have i2 ⊆ c2. But i1  i2, thus
i1 ⊆ c2. The transition c2 i1−→ c3 is thus not possible. Symmetrically, if i2  i1 then the
transition c1
i2−→ c3 is not possible. It is a contradiction, thus i1 and i2 are not
comparable.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Suppose that i1 and i2 are not comparable. Let x1 ∈ i1 and x2 ∈ i2. We just have to
take:
c0 = (x1\i1) ∪ (x2\i2)
c1 = x1 ∪ (x2\i2)
c2 = (x1\i1) ∪ x2
c3 = x1 ∪ x2
These deﬁnitions are correct thanks to Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. 
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3. The category of signals
Anotherway to study temporal relations between signals is to deﬁne a category of signals inwhich
a morphism describes the temporal relation between two signals. The purpose of this categorical
formalisation is to provide a nice and convenient way to relate our work with event structures [19].
Indeed, category theory is a convenient formalism for relating models. We show that the category
of signals can be related to the category of event structures by a pair of speciﬁcation structures [2].
Moreover, we show that this category is Cartesian closed.
3.1. Signal morphism
Suppose that X and Y are two signals such that X  Y . Thus, for any event x ∈ X , there exists
an event y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y , by deﬁnition of . This event y is unique by deﬁnition of a signal.
Hence, we can deﬁne a total function [Y ]X , called signal morphism, from X to Y :
[Y ]X : X −→ Y
x −→ y such that x ∼ y
By deﬁnition, [Y ]X is the unique morphism from X to Y . For any signal X , the automorphism
[X ]X is the identity function on X .
Proposition 11. For all signals X and Y such that X  Y ,
1. [Y ]X is injective: ∀x, x′ ∈ X · [Y ]X (x) = [Y ]X (x′) ⇒ x = x′
2. [Y ]X is strictly monotonic: ∀x, x′ ∈ X · x < x′ ⇒ [Y ]X (x) < [Y ]X (x′)
Proof. Let X and Y be two signals such that X  Y .
1. Let x and x′ be two events of X . Suppose that y = [Y ]X (x) = [Y ]X (x′). Thus, by deﬁnition of
[Y ]X , x ∼ y and x′ ∼ y . By symmetry and transitivity ∼, we have x ∼ x′. Finally, by deﬁnition of
a signal, we obtain x = x′.
2. Let x and x′ be two events of X such that x < x′. Suppose that [Y ]X (x′) ≤ [Y ]X (x). Two cases
are possible. First, if [Y ]X (x′) = [Y ]X (x), thus, by injectivity of [Y ]X , x = x′. It is a contradic-
tion. Second, let us take [Y ]X (x′) < [Y ]X (x). From x′ ∼ [Y ]X (x′) we deduce x′  [Y ]X (x′). From
[Y ]X (x′) < [Y ]X (x) we deduce [Y ]X (x′)  [Y ]X (x). From x ∼ [Y ]X (x) we deduce [Y ]X (x)  x.
By transitivity of , we obtain x′  x. From the hypothesis x < x′, we also have x  x′. Thus
x ∼ x′. Finally, by deﬁnition of a signal, we obtain x = x′. It is a contradiction. Thus [Y ]X (x) <
[Y ]X (x′). 
Proposition 12. [Y ]X is bijective (with [Y ]−1X = [X ]Y ) if and only if X =̂Y.
Proof.
1. Let X and Y be two synchronous signals. We can thus deﬁne the total functions [Y ]X and [X ]Y .
Let us prove that [X ]Y is the converse of [Y ]X , i.e., [X ]Y ◦ [Y ]X = [X ]X and [Y ]X ◦ [X ]Y = [Y ]Y .
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(a) Let x be an event of X . [X ]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x) ∈ X and [X ]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x) ∼ x, thus, by deﬁnition of a
signal, x = x′.
(b) Let y be an event of Y . [Y ]X ◦ [X ]Y (y) ∈ Y and [Y ]X ◦ [X ]Y (y) ∼ y , thus, by deﬁnition of a
signal, y = y ′.
Thus [Y ]X is bijective.
2. Let X and Y be two signals such that [Y ]X is bijective. X  Y because [Y ]X exists. A fortiori [Y ]X
is surjective, i.e., for any y ∈ Y there exists x ∈ X such that y = [Y ]X (x), and thus y ∼ x. Thus
Y  X . 
A signal isomorphism is a bijective signal morphism such that its converse is also a signal mor-
phism. From Proposition 12, two signals are isomorphic if and only if they are synchronous.
Signal morphisms can be composed.
Proposition 13. For all signals X , Y , and Z such that X  Y  Z ,
[Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X = [Z]X
Proof. Let us prove this proposition by reducing to the absurd. Suppose that [Z]X = [Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X .
Thus there exists an x0 ∈ X such that [Z]X (x0) = [Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x0). We have [Z]X (x0) ∼ x0 and x0 ∼
[Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x0). By transitivity, [Z]X (x0) ∼ [Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x0). But [Z]X (x0) and [Z]Y ◦ [Y ]X (x0) are
both in Z . they are thus equal by deﬁnition of a signal. It is a contradiction. 
3.2. The category of signals
The set of signals and the set of morphisms deﬁne a small (preorder) category SigE with product⊗ and coproduct ⊕ [11].
More precisely, let X and Y be two objects (i.e., signals) of the category SigE . The product object
X ⊗ Y and the two projections [X ]X⊗Y and [Y ]X⊗Y are a product of X and Y . These data satisfy
the property that, for any object Z and all morphisms f : Z −→ X and g : Z −→ Y , there exists a
unique morphism 〈f , g〉 : Z −→ X ⊗ Y such that the following equations hold:
[X ]X⊗Y ◦ 〈f , g〉 = f (4)
[Y ]X⊗Y ◦ 〈f , g〉 = g (5)
Indeed, necessarily f = [X ]Z (resp. g = [Y ]Z ) because [X ]Z (resp. [Y ]Z ) is the uniquemorphism from
Z to X (resp. Y ). The unique morphism 〈f , g〉 from Z to X ⊗ Y is [X ⊗ Y ]Z which exists (because
Z  X and Z  Y , thus Z  X ⊗ Y ) and establishes (4) and (5) according to Proposition 13.
This deﬁnition amounts to saying that the following diagram commutes:
X X ⊗ Y[X ]X⊗Y [Y ]X⊗Y  Y
Z
f=[X ]Z

〈f ,g〉=[X⊗Y ]Z

g=[Y ]Z

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The coproduct object X ⊕ Y and the two injections [X ⊕ Y ]X and [X ⊕ Y ]Y are a coproduct of
X and Y . These data satisfy the property that, for any object Z and all morphisms f : X −→ Z and
g : Y −→ Z , there exists a unique morphism [f , g] : X ⊕ Y −→ Z such that the following equations
hold:
[f , g] ◦ [X ⊕ Y ]X = f (6)
[f , g] ◦ [X ⊕ Y ]Y = g (7)
Indeed, necessary f = [Z]X (resp. g = [Z]Y ) because [Z]X (resp. [Z]Y ) is the unique morphism
from X (resp. Y ) to Z . The unique morphism [f , g] from X ⊕ Y to Z is [Z]X⊕Y which exists (because
X  Z and Y  Z , thus X ⊕ Y  Z) and establishes (6) and (7) according to Proposition 13.
This deﬁnition amounts to saying that the following diagram commutes:
X
[X⊕Y ]X 
f=[Z]X









 X ⊕ Y
[f ,g]=[Z]X⊕Y
		
Y
[X⊕Y ]Y
g=[Z]Y











Z
The signal ∅ is the unique initial object of the category SigE , i.e., for any object X of SigE there
exists a unique morphism [X ]∅ : ∅ −→ X . And the coproduct ⊕ is deﬁned for each ordered pair of
objects of SigE . Hence the category SigE has ﬁnite coproducts.
It is also possible to construct a terminal object. Let C be the clock corresponding to the set of all
instants IE . Let Y ∈ C be a signal of clock C . This signal Y is a terminal object, i.e., for any object
X of SigE there exists a unique morphism [Y ]X : X −→ Y . And the product ⊗ is deﬁned for each
ordered pair of objects of SigE . Hence the category SigE has ﬁnite products.
Let Y ⇒ Z be the object Y ⊕ Z and ApplyY ,Z : (Y ⇒ Z)⊗ Y −→ Z be the morphism [Z](Y⇒Z)⊗Y .
ApplyY ,Z is correctly deﬁned because (Y ⇒ Z)⊗ Y  Z . Indeed:
(Y ⇒ Z)⊗ Y = (Y ⊕ Z)⊗ Y
= (Y ⊗ Y)⊕ (Z ⊗ Y)
= ∅ ⊕ (Z ⊗ Y)
= (Z ⊗ Y)
 Z
In addition, (Y ⇒ Z)⊗ Y = (Z ⊗ Y). Therefore ApplyY ,Z = [Z]Z⊗Y .
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SigE is Cartesian closed, i.e., for all objects Z and each morphism f : X ⊗ Y −→ Z there exists a
unique morphism (f) = [Y ⇒ Z]X : X −→ (Y ⇒ Z) such that the following diagram1 commutes:
(Y ⇒ Z)⊗ Y ApplyY ,Z  Z
X ⊗ Y
(f)⊗[Y ]Y

f

The morphism (f) = [Y ⇒ Z]X is correctly deﬁned. Indeed, let x ∈ X . Two cases are possible:
1. There exists an event y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y . Thus x ∈ X ⊗ Y . The existence of f implies X ⊗
Y  Z . Thus there exists an event z ∈ Z such that x ∼ z. we thus have a z′ ∈ Y ⊕ Z or rather
z′ ∈ (Y ⇒ Z). Thus X  (Y ⇒ Z).
2. There exists an event y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y . Thus y ∈ Y ⊕ Z or rather y ∈ (Y ⇒ Z). Thus X 
(Y ⇒ Z).
3.3. Relation with event structures
Event structures [19] are a fundamental model for concurrency. As synchronous structures, they
are based on the notion of event. A category of prime event structures can be deﬁned of which
the morphisms model a synchronisation between two event structures. Indeed, these morphisms
are partial functions  such that (x) = x′ states that the occurrence of x implies the simultaneous
occurrence of x′. Event structures have a conﬂict relation which does not exist between signals. This
conﬂict relation can be seen as an enrichment of the category of signals that we will model with a
pair of speciﬁcation structures [2].
Speciﬁcation structures. Speciﬁcation structures formalise the idea of enriching a semantic universe
with a reﬁned notion of property.
Let  be a category. A speciﬁcation structure S over  is deﬁned by the following data:
• a set PA of “properties over A” , for each object A of ,
• a relation RA,B ⊆ PA× (A,B)× PB for each pair of objects A, B of .
We write ϕ{f } for (ϕ, f , ) ∈ RA,B (“Hoare triples”). This relation is required to satisfy the follow-
ing axioms, for all morphisms f : A −→ B, g : B −→ C , and for all “properties” ϕ ∈ PA,  ∈ PB,
and  ∈ PC:
ϕ{IdA}ϕ (8)
1 Let f : X −→ Y and g : X ′ −→ Y ′ be two morphisms. The morphism f ⊗ g : X ⊗ X ′ −→ Y ⊗ Y ′ is deﬁned by:
f ⊗ g = 〈f ◦ [X ]X⊗X ′ , g ◦ [X ′]X⊗X ′ 〉.
.
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ϕ{f } ∧  {g} ⇒ ϕ{g ◦ f } (9)
In fact, these axioms are typed versions of the standard Hoare logic axioms for “sequential
composition” and “skip”.
With a category  and a speciﬁcation structure S over , we can deﬁne a new category S . Its
objects are pairs (A,ϕ) with A an object of  and ϕ ∈ PA. Its morphisms f : (A,ϕ) −→ (B, ) are
morphisms f : A −→ B in S such that ϕ{f } . Composition and identities are inherited from .
(8) and (9) ensure that S is a category.
Moreover, there is an evident faithful functor from S to  such that the image of (A,ϕ) is A.
In fact, the notion of speciﬁcation structure over  is coextensive with that of faithful functor
into . Indeed, given a faithful functor F :  −→ , we can deﬁne a speciﬁcation structure by:
PA =def {ϕ ∈ Obj() | F(ϕ) = A}
ϕ{f } ⇔def ∃ ∈ (ϕ, ) · F() = f
For instance, if  =def Set, PX =def X , and x{f }y ⇔def f(x) = y , then the category S is the
category of pointed sets.
From signals to event structures. We cannot deﬁne a speciﬁcation structure directly from the cate-
gory of signals SigE to the category of prime event structures, because the morphisms of the former
are total functions whereas the ones of the latter are partial functions. Hence, we ﬁrst deﬁne an
intermediate category PSigE whose objects are those of SigE , and morphisms f : X −→ Y are, for
all signals X and Y , partial functions deﬁned by:
f : X −→ Y
x −→
{ [Y ]X (x) if x ∈ X ⊗ Y ,
not deﬁned otherwise.
It is clear that the identities are morphisms and morphisms can be composed (as in the category
Pfn of sets and partial functions).
We relate these three categories by a pair of speciﬁcation structures.
First, we deﬁne a speciﬁcation structure S1 from PSigE to the category of signals SigE :
•  =def PSigE• PX =def {∗X }
• ∗X {f }∗Y ⇔def f is total
Second,we deﬁne a speciﬁcation structure S2 fromPSigE to the category of prime event structures
ES (using the notations from [19]):
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•  =def PSigE• PX =def {#X ⊆ X 2 | ∀(x, x′, x′′) ∈ X , (x, x′) ∈ #X ∧ x′ ≤ x′′ ⇒ (x, x′′) ∈ #X }
• #X {f }#Y ⇔def
{∀x ∈ X , f(x) is deﬁned ⇒ f(x) ⊆ f(x)
∀(x1, x2) ∈ X 2, f(x1) ∨∨f(x2) ⇒ x1 ∨∨x2
By construction, we obtain that S2 is the category of prime event structures.
4. Data dependence
In this section, we extend the notion of synchronous structure to deal with data dependence.
4.1. Dependent synchronous structure
We associate a data dependency relation → to synchronous structures such that a data depen-
dence cannot come from the future.
Deﬁnition 3. A dependent synchronous structure is a triple (E ,,→) such that (E ,) is a synchro-
nous structure and → is a partial order included in , i.e.,
∀x, y ∈ E · x → y ⇒ x  y
The inclusion of the data dependency relation in the preorder of the event structure guarantees that
the value of an event cannot depend on the value of a future event. Indeed, the preorder represent
the global time of the whole system. The data dependencies of an event can only come from past
or present values of other events.
Temporal reﬁnement. The synchronous paradigm is a good abstraction for the design and the veri-
ﬁcation of reactive systems. Particularly, the synchronous language Signal allows the speciﬁcation
of early relational properties of systems which can then be progressively reﬁned to obtain an execut-
able speciﬁcation. Actually, we have to cut into the logical instants of the speciﬁcation with respect
to temporal and data dependence. This transformation is called a temporal reﬁnement. This notion
models the search (by the Signal compiler for instance) for an execution order of synchronous
events.
Deﬁnition 4. Let (E1,1,→1) and (E2,2,→2) be dependent synchronous structures. A bijective
function f from E1 to E2 is a temporal reﬁnement morphism if and only if for any pair of events x,
y of E1,
x ∼1 y ⇒ f(x) ∼2 f(y) ∨ f(x) <2 f(y) ∨ f(y) <2 f(x) (10)
x <1 y ⇒ f(x) <2 f(y) (11)
x →1 y ⇒ f(x) →2 f(y) (12)
The atomic properties of events are respected by any temporal reﬁnement morphism f . An event is
indivisible, i.e., an event cannot be cut into distinct events because f is a function. An event cannot
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be destroyed because f is total. Distinct events cannot be joined because f is injective. An event
cannot be spontaneously created because f is surjective. (10) enables to order synchronous events.
(11) and (12) respectively guarantee that temporal dependence and data dependence are respected.
Temporal reﬁnement morphisms give rise to a partial order "; over dependent synchronous
structures (We identify isomorphic ones). For all dependent synchronous structures (E1,1,→1)
and (E2,2,→2),
(E1,1,→1)";(E2,2,→2) ⇔def
(There exists a temporal reﬁnement morphism f : E1 −→ E2)
Dependent synchronous structures such that their events are all synchronous are minimal
elements. Dependent synchronous structures such that distinct events cannot be synchronous
are maximal elements.
Conditional dependency. We deﬁne a ternary relation, called conditional dependency. Intuitively,
X C−→ Y states that, at the instants of the clock C , there are dependencies → from an event of X to an
event of Y in the same instant. That is to say, in this relation, we are only interested in instantaneous
dependencies. Practically this relation is used to schedule computations that have to be done in the
same logical instant. A set of conditional dependencies is called a scheduling speciﬁcation. For all
signals X , Y , and Z ,
X Ẑ−→ Y ⇔def ∀x ∈ X ⊗ Z · ∃y ∈ Y · x ∼ y ∧ x → y
It follows from this deﬁnition that if X Ẑ−→ Y , then X ⊗ Z  Y ; that is to say, for any event of
X ⊗ Z , there exists a synchronous event of Y .
The following theorem enables to compute the transitive closure of a scheduling speciﬁcation.
Theorem 3. For all signals X , Y and Z , for all clocks C and D,
X C−→ Y ∧ Y D−→Z ⇒ X CD−→Z and
X C−→ Y ∧ X D−→ Y ⇒ X CunionsqD−→ Y
Proof. Let V , W , X , Y , and Z be signals.
1. Suppose thatX V̂−→ Y andY Ŵ−→Z . Let x ∈ X ⊗ (V ⊗ W). Byassociativity,wehave x ∈ (X ⊗ V)⊗ W .
Thus x ∈ (X ⊗ V) from the deﬁnition of ⊗. But X V̂−→ Y , thus there exists y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y
and x → y . From x ∈ (X ⊗ V)⊗ W and x ∼ y , we deduce that y ∈ Y ⊗ W . But Y Ŵ−→Z . Thus
there exists z ∈ Z such that y ∼ z and y → z. By transitivity of ∼ and →, we respectively
have x ∼ z and x → z. Finally X ̂V⊗W−→ Z or rather X V̂ Ŵ−→Z .
2. Suppose that X V̂−→ Y and X Ŵ−→ Y . Let x ∈ X ⊗ (V ⊕ W). By left distributivity, we obtain x ∈ (X ⊗
V)⊕ (X ⊗ W). Two cases are then possible:
(a) x ∈ X ⊗ V : From X V̂−→ Y , we deduce there exists y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y and x → y .
(b) x ∈ X ⊗ W : From X Ŵ−→ Y , we deduce there exists y ∈ Y such that x ∼ y and x → y .
Finally we obtain X ̂V⊕W−→ Y or rather X V̂ unionsqŴ−→ Y . 
In Fig. 8, the diagram on the left depicts a scheduling speciﬁcation involving local variables.
These are hidden in the diagram on the right, using Theorem 3.
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Fig. 8. Abstraction of scheduling speciﬁcations.
4.2. Valuated synchronous structure
We associate a valuation function v to dependent synchronous structures.
Deﬁnition 5. Let D be a set (of values). (E ,,→, v) is a valuated synchronous structure if and only
if (E ,,→) is a dependent synchronous structure and v a total function from E to D.
Let D be a subset of D. A signal is said of domain D if and only if
∀x ∈ X · v(x) ∈ D
We deﬁne a preorder v over valuated signals. For all signals X and Y ,
X v Y ⇔def X  Y ∧ ∀x ∈ X · v(x) = v([Y ]X (x))
This preorder gives rise to an equivalence relation. Two synchronous signals of which events have
same values at same instants are equivalent. For all signals X and Y ,
X =̂vY ⇔def X v Y ∧ Y v X
Flow. To study ﬂows of values of a signal, we deﬁne a ﬂow as an equivalence class of =̂v. The set
of ﬂows FE is the quotient of the set SE by the equivalence relation =̂v.
FE =def SE/=̂v
The equivalence class of a signal X is called the ﬂow of X and is written |X |. The preorder v
over valuated signals gives rise to a partial order on ﬂows. For all signals X and Y ,
|X | ≤v |Y | ⇔def X v Y
Let v⊥ be the extension of v to E⊥:
v⊥ : E⊥ −→ D⊥
x −→
{
v(x) if x ∈ E
⊥ otherwise
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Let X be a valuated signal. Its valuated trace vX : IE −→ D⊥ is deﬁned by:
vX = v⊥ ◦ tX
For any instant i, vX (i) is equal to the value of X at the instant i if X is present at this instant,
otherwise it is equal to ⊥.
Lemma 7. For any signal X ∈ SE , for any event x ∈ X , v(x) = vX (˜x).
Proof. Let X ∈ SE and x ∈ X .
vX (˜x) = v⊥(tX (˜x)) by deﬁnition of vX
= v⊥(x) from Lemma 4
= v(x) by deﬁnition of v⊥. 
|X | and vX are related by the following proposition:
Proposition 14. For all signals X and Y , |X | = |Y | ⇔ vX = vY .
Proof. Let X and Y be signals.
1. Suppose that |X | = |Y |. Thus X =̂vY . Let i ∈ IE . If vX (i) = ⊥, then vY (i) = ⊥ because X and Y
are synchronous. If vX (i) = v, then vY (i) = v by deﬁnition of =̂v.
2. Suppose that vX = vY . It is thus clear that X and Y are synchronous. Let (x, y) ∈ X × Y such that
x ∼ y . We have:
v(x) = vX (˜x) from Lemma 7
= vY (˜x) by hypothesis
= vY (˜y) because x ∼ y
= v(y) from Lemma 7 
Flow function. Let A1, . . . ,An and B be subsets of D, and f be a total function from A1 × · · · × An
to B. We deﬁne its extension f⊥ by:
f⊥ : A1 × · · · × An ∪ {⊥, . . . ,⊥} −→ B ∪ {⊥}
(x1, . . . , xn) −→



f(x1, . . . , xn) if
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A1 × · · · × An
⊥ otherwise
We write f |X1, . . . ,Xn| the application of f to all simultaneous values of the signals X1, . . . ,Xn:
f |X1, . . . ,Xn| = {Y ∈ F | vY = f⊥ ◦ 〈vX × · · · × vXn〉}
where 〈vX1 × · · · × vXn〉 is the function such that the image of x1, . . . , xn ∈ (X1 × · · · × Xn) is
vX (x1), · · · , vXn(xn).
Proposition 15. f |X1, . . . ,Xn| is a ﬂow.
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Proof. We make the proof for n = 1 but it can easily be generalised for any n.
1. Let Y1 and Y2 be signals of f |X |. vY1 = f⊥ ◦ vX and vY2 = f⊥ ◦ vX . Thus vY1 = vY2 . From Propo-
sition 14, we deduce that |Y1| = |Y2|. Thus Y1=̂vY2.
2. Let Y1 ∈ f |X | and Y2 ∈ SE such that Y1=̂vY2. Thus |Y1| = |Y2|. Thus vY2 = vY1 = f⊥ ◦ vX . Therefore
Y2 ∈ f |X |. 
Delay. The delay enables tomove forward the valuations of a real signal. In the case of a real signal,
the meaning of the delay is clear. Indeed, the value of an event of a delayed real signal is the value
of the previous event if it exists. If it does not exists, then a default value is given. Pre
r
(u,X , Y) states
that Y is the delayed real signal of the real signal X , initialised with u.
Pre
r
(u,X , Y) ⇔def X =̂Y ∧
∀y ∈ Y ·
{
y minimal element of Y ⇒ v(y) = u
∃y− ∈ Y · y−−<y ⇒ v(y) = v([X ]Y (y−))
This function is well deﬁned because Y is a real signal. Indeed, any event y of Y is either the minimal
element of Y or has a unique predecessor in Y .
We can extend the previous deﬁnition such that it takes into account data dependence:
Pre
r
→(u,X , Y) ⇔def X =̂Y ∧
∀y ∈ Y ·



y minimal element of Y ⇒ v(y) = u
∃y− ∈ Y · y−−<y ⇒
{
v(y) = v([X ]Y (y−)) ∧
[X ]Y (y−) → y
In the case of an imaginary signal, where events are only partially ordered “along time”, the
deﬁnition of a delay operator is not obvious. Indeed, there are many ways to delay an imaginary
signal. In fact, we wish to have the property that a signal and its delayed signal are synchronous. In
an imaginary signal, two events can be in concurrence and if we delay this signal, we have to choose
the one that is “pushed forward” by the delay. For instance, on Fig. 9, the signal Y is a possible
delayed signal of X in which we have chosen to “push forward” events 2, 3 and 5.
As this choice would be arbitrary, the delay of imaginary signals is deﬁned as a relation.
Let X and Y be signals. Y is a delayed signal of X initialised to u is written Pre(u,X , Y) and
deﬁned by:
Pre(u,X , Y) ⇔def


X =̂Y∧
∃X ′M ∈ max⊆{X ′ ⊆ X | X ′ is totally ordered} ·{
Pre
r
(u,X ′M , [Y ]X 〈X ′M 〉)∧
X \X ′M =̂vY \[Y ]X 〈X ′M 〉
where max⊆ E is the set of maximal elements of a set E ordered by inclusion. This deﬁnition states
that X and Y are synchronous, and a real subsignal X ′M of X is delayed while the rest of X does not
change. For instance, in Fig. 9, X and Y are such that Pre(u,X , Y).
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Fig. 9. Delay.
We can extend the previous deﬁnition such that it takes into account data dependence:
Pre→(u,X , Y) ⇔def


X =̂Y ∧
∃X ′M ∈ max⊆{X ′ ⊆ X | X ′ is totally ordered} ·


Pre
r
→(u,X ′M , [Y ]X 〈X ′M 〉) ∧
X \X ′M =̂vY \[Y ]X 〈X ′M 〉 ∧∀x ∈ X \X ′M · x → [Y ]X (x)
Applied to the example of Fig. 9, it gives the graph of Fig. 10 where an arrow between two events
x and y denotes a data dependence x → y .
Fig. 10. Delay with dependence.
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Down-sampling clock. For any signal X of domain {false, true}, the clock [X ] is isomorphic to the
set of instants where X is present with the value true:
[X ] = X̂ ′ with X ′ = {x ∈ X | v(X) = true}
5. Application to SIGNAL
In this section, we give a denotational semantics of the synchronous language Signal into valu-
ated synchronous structures. A process is denoted by a class of dependent synchronous structures.
The notation [[.]] is used for different denotation functions because it is clear from the context
which one it is.
Let D be a set of values. Primitive functions are denoted by function over D (Note that primitive
values v are considered as primitive functions of arity 0):
[[f]] ∈ D × · · · × D −→ D
Signal variables are evaluated with the signal environment :
E [[x]] = (x) ∈ SE
Primitive processes are denoted by relations on ﬂows and also by dependence relations from the
signals involved in the right part of an equation to the signal of the left part, at the clock of the
latter (see Fig. 11).
Parallel composition and hiding are respectively denoted by the logical “and” and the existential
quantiﬁer of the underlying logic:
E [[P1|P2]] = E [[P1]] ∧ E [[P2]] E [[P/x]] = ∃X ∈ SE , E [[P ]],x→X
Fig. 11. Semantics of primitive processes.
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Process variables are evaluated with the process environment :
E [[p(x1,,xn)]] =
(∃E ′ ∈ (p), E ′ = E [[x1]] ∪ . . . ∪ E [[xn]]
)
Process schemes are denoted by the enrichment of environments  and  with heading declara-
tions (Note that  and  are empty for the main process):
[[(?x1,,xm !y1,,yn) P where
process p1=D1;
. . .
process pp=Dp
end]] =


E | ∃(x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn) ∈ SE , E = (⋃mi=1 xi) ∪ (
⋃n
j=1 yj) ∧
[[P ]],p1→[[D1]]

 ,...,pp →[[Dp ]]
,x1→x1,...,xm→xm,y1 →y1,...,yn→yn



One will ﬁnd the original trace semantics of Signal [16,12] by restricting our semantics to real sig-
nals. This semantics improves the original trace semantics by adding a notion of least upper bound
for non-deterministic processes. It can then deal elegantly with data dependence and reﬁnement of
Signal processes.
6. Conclusions
We have deﬁned a uniﬁed model which formalises all aspects of the development of a reactive
systemusing the underlying programmingmethodology of synchronous languages. Thismodel uses
basic notions of preorder theory and category theory and has been partially speciﬁed and validated
using the Coq theorem prover [18].
Synchronous structures allow to model non-determinism with imaginary signals and clocks. The
set of clocks is completed with imaginary clocks to form a boolean lattice. Thus, any pair of clocks
always has a least upper bound. In ourmodel, absence is not treated as a special value: It is consistent
with reality.
Synchronous structures can also deal elegantly with data dependence and reﬁnement of synchro-
nous speciﬁcations to model the compilation of a synchronous language.
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